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Conference/Session Supplier Facilitator Date Location

For each of the following questions please click on the button that corresponds to your opinion  
using the following scale: [ 1 = Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent]

1 2 3 4 5

Facilitator(s) were 
knowledgeable.

Content was 
organized/appropriate.

My overall 
assessment of the 
workshop/session is:

Participant's report for posting to the NASA Website: 
This should focus on providing an overview of: Who; What; Where; When; Why; and How this 
relates to NASA/NAIT
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	Participant Name_e8jjhNJB*jufIT2hbHxNjg: David Rolston
	Conference/Session Title_zo1R9gfGlKtrS3IvQ3gVKQ: ACIFA 2019
	Conference/Session Supplier_-1E4CClzt**W5RKKX4XDiw: ACIFA/Red Deer College
	Facilitator_4gIi5dhXUMuP691H-4-6hg: Red Deer College
	Date_NLNOLtDC6lXtzC8gFU45UA: 04/29/2019
	Location_4SyFx5SMHfKYdOH*4U435Q: Lake Louise
	Facilitator(s) were knowledgea_hfMvEl1Plz-aEgYptYtd*A: 3
	Content was organized/appropri_j5SfHwym0nf1X1uWFwl8XQ: 4
	My overall assessment of the w_RDiERmSplj5mNq9iYtToMQ: 3
	Participant_s report for posti_oPJzpUQxd2aj82hbol0Dfg: I attended the keynote address from Medicine-Hat born naturalist Brian Keating. While talking about creativity, he focused on three stories from his numerous experiences in nature. His first story was about a duck nesting in his backyard and his efforts to find a creative solution to the problem of skunks eating the duck eggs. His simple solution was to develop a protective nesting tube suspended above the ground. The duck was then able to successfully raise her young and returned yearly. His next story examined challenges faced by Antarctic whale biologists as they tried to collect scientific data. Their creative solution was to use a 12th century technique involving the use of a crossbow to collect whale blubber samples. They also used piloted drones to help   them observe whale pods. His third story related to his visit with Jane Goodall in Tanzania and her long term relationship with a chimpanzee named Frodo. She observed and reported on the previously unknown ability of chimpanzees to use tools. My learning from his address was that there is no problem too small for which a creative solution cannot be found.I attended a session on how to address gender dynamics in the classroom, given by Clare Mulcahy. She described her experiences teaching to classes where the majority of the students are male, and how this affected the participation of the female students. She had noticed how some of her female students would not feel comfortable speaking in classes because they felt intimidated by the experience of their male classmates, and wanted to find ways to support them to contribute more. She did informal interviews with the female students and did research on gender dynamics in classrooms. Clare privately surveyed her students to ask them how comfortable they are to being called upon in class. She made suggestions as to how we could increase their contributions by creating low stakes situations (like small group discussions) where they could get practice in communicating, and by later calling on them to speak if they had indicated they were comfortable with that. She found appropriate ways to create an safe environment that allows everyone to share by collaboratively creating a class code of conduct that they could feel a sense of ownership for. She set up rotating chair roles for group work so that all students could experience a leadership role. She encouraged instructors to get peer feedback from other instructors and to bring experts into the department to talk on specific issues such as this. This topic is relevant to NAIT and to my classes as I teach for a program that is predominantly male, and I witnessed the same dynamics in my classroom. Now I have some useful tools to create a safe environment that better facilitates the contributions of all students.I attended a session on how virtual reality (VR) is going to be the future of education. I learned how this new and fast growing technology can by used to realistically simulate any environment, including learning environments for education programs like tourism, medicine, art, and interior design. Modern VR tools such as Google Tilt Brush were demonstrated and websites were given that provide other VR tools. I was impressed by the reality of the simulations and excited by the possibilities of using this technology in my teaching area in the future.I attended the session "The World was my Oyster but I Used the Wrong Fork" given by Anne Blackburn. What I learned from this session is the importance of recognizing the proper customs of different cultures and using that knowledge to avoid mistakes when interacting with people from these cultures. This is applicable to NAIT as one of our goals here is to increase the number of international students.I attended a session on cultural diversity and mental health in the classroom given by Terilee Olorenshaw. In this session, she described the dramatically different attitudes that international students can have towards mental health (their own and that of other people) compared to native Canadians. She noted that the self reported mental health of her nursing students started off as good when they began the program and ended on poor when they finished their training. This occurs because self care is ignored in nursing school. She related several stories of international nursing students who experienced mental health issues while studying and were not able to discuss this with or receive support from their families because of their approach to the topic.Teri stressed the importance of normalizing the illnesses and taking the stigma out of them, and describing them more as physical illnesses and disorders. This information helps me to better understand and address the mental health issues that my students (international or otherwise) might have and the difficulties they might experience in getting support for them.


